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    New Titles from Wacky Bee

By Mina Lystad

Illustrated by Ashild Irgens

Translated by Sian Mackie

978-1-9999033-1-2  /  £6.99  /  Paperback  /  160 x 210mm
Full Colour  /  44pp  /  Rights: World English

Alfred is scared of just about everything, but he’s especially 
scared of speaking in front of lots of people. So when Alfred is 
told he must speak about the Blue Whale to his whole class, 
he just wants to run away and hide. However the more Alfred 
learns about the Blue Whale, the braver he becomes.

The first in a new series for early readers which aims to bridge 
the gap between picture books and young fiction. This charming 
story was originally published by Aschehoug in Norway.

By Lynne Rickards

Illustrated by Margaret Chamberlain

978-1-9999033-2-9  /  £6.99  /  Paperback
240 x 240mm  /  Full Colour  /  28pp
Rights: World (excluding German, Japanese & Korean)

“What’s a penguin to think when he wakes up PINK?”

Patrick wakes up one day to find he’s turned pink overnight. 
But boys can’t be pink! Poor Patrick runs away in search 
of pink playmates. He crosses the ocean where he finds 
some pink flamingos – but will he ever fit in with them? 
Patrick soon learns that friendship is never black and 
white, but that real friends will accept you as you are.

‘A heart-warming story about learning 
to be different.’ Chicken House

Alfred and the Blue Whale Feb 
2019

April 
2019

Pink!

ILLuSTRAToR: Ashild Irgens is a Norwegian illustrator. She has 
illustrated several children’s books for publishers Aschehoug, 
Damm, Samlaget and Gyldendal. Tonje Glimmerdal by Maria 
Parr and illustrated by Ashild, won the prestigious Brage Prize.

AuThoR: Mina Lystad lives in Norway 
and works as a journalist, scriptwriter 
for TV, photographer and blogger. 
Alfred and the Blue Whale was her 
first children’s book and has been 
successfully translated into five 
languages. She has since gone on 
to write two more, one for younger 
children and one for older children.

AuThoR: Lynne Rickards was born in Canada but has been 
happily settled in Scotland since 1992. Lynne began writing for 
children when her own kids were learning to read. Several of her 
books feature penguins in starring roles because her son loves 
penguins. The idea of a penguin turning pink was her daughter’s 
and, as well as being a picture book, Pink! is also a musical. 
Pink! the Musical, written in collaboration with Hopscotch 
Theatre, has toured to over 200 Scottish primary schools.

ILLuSTRAToR: Margaret Chamberlain 
produced her first children’s picture book 
illustrations while still at the Royal College of 
Art. She has produced illustrations for many 
more children’s books since then including 
The Man Whose Mother was a Pirate which is 
still a bestseller after more than twenty years.



   Coming Soon…

A Postcard to Ollis
By Ingunn Thon.  Illustrated by Nora Brech

Translated by Sian Mackie

978-1-9999033-4-3  /  November 2019  /  £6.99  /  B Format 
Paperback  /  B&W Illustrations  /  220pp  /  Rights: World English

Ollis’ world has been turned upside down. She’s got a new baby 
brother and, even worse, her mum’s irritating, neat-freak boyfriend 
has moved in. Fortunately Ollis has always got her best friend, 
Gro, as she lives right next door and they know each other 
inside out. Or do they? Ollis hasn’t always been completely 
honest with Gro and when they find a postcard in a mysterious 
yellow postbox in the forest, Ollis’ lie grows even bigger. 

Mustafa’s Jumper  
By Coral Rumble.  Illustrated by Charlotte Cooke

978-1-9999033-5-0  /  December 2019  /  £6.99  /  Paperback 
160 x 210mm  /  Full Colour  /  44pp  /  Rights: World

Milo isn’t extra clever, or extra naughty, or extra anything. 
And he doesn’t get chosen to do things very often. But 

when a mysterious new boy, who can’t speak any English, joins his 
class, Milo’s curiosity gets the better of him.  He soon discovers that the 
language of friendship is more important than speaking the same words. 

A touching story about what it means to be friends with a refugee.

An early reader based on the poem ‘Mustafa’s Jumper’ which was awarded 
first prize in the Caterpillar Poetry Awards 2018. From the same mother and 
daughter team who brought us The Adventures of the Owl and the Pussycat.

Dec 

2019

Newt in a Suit 
By Andrew Weale.  Illustrated by Margaret Chamberlain

978-1-9999033-3-6  /  February 2020  /  £6.99 
Paperback /  240 x 240mm  /  Full Colour  /  32pp 
Rights: World (excluding Eire)

Join one newt in a suit, two flies with ties and three cockatoos 
in high-heeled shoes, in this wacky and vibrant counting book.

‘Every page thrums with comic energy’ The Independent

‘This arresting, dramatic poem had my attention from the start’ – Chrissie 
Gittens, British poet and 2018’s judge of the Caterpillar Poetry Prize.

NOV 
2019

What does Ollis know about the postcard that Gro 
doesn’t? An exciting, gripping and funny book from 
Norway about friendship, family and courage. 

Shortlisted for the Italian literary 
prize ‘Premio Strega 2018’.

Winner of the ‘Nynorsk Prize 
2017 for Excellent Prose’.

FEB
2020



Picture Books and Board Books

My Mum is There
By Martin Thomas. Illustrated by Ag Jatkowska

978-0-9956972-0-1  /  April 2017  /  £5.99  / 
Board Book  /  170 x 170mm  /  Full Colour  /  20pp 
Rights: World (excluding uS & Complex Chinese)

My Dad Will Do
By Martin Thomas.  Illustrated by Ag Jatkowska

978-0-9956972-1-8  /  April 2017  /  £5.99 
Board Book  /  170 x 170mm  /  Full Colour  /  20pp 
Rights: World (excluding uS & Complex Chinese)

My Mum Is There
By Martin Thomas.  Illustrated by Ag Jatkowska

978-0-9931109-3-1  /  February 2016  /  £6.99  /  Paperback
225 x 225mm  /  Full Colour  /  32pp
Rights: World  (excluding uS & Complex Chinese)

“It’s not easy being small. Nothing is simple. But 
with Mum close by there’s no need to be scared. 
With Mum close by anything is possible.”

My Dad Will Do
By Martin Thomas.  Illustrated by Ag Jatkowska

978-0-9931109-4-8  /  February 2016  /  £6.99    
Paperback  /  225 x 225mm  /  Full Colour  /  32pp
Rights: World (excluding uS & Complex Chinese)

“It’s not easy being small. Everything is too far away. 
But with Dad close by nothing is out of reach. 
With Dad close by anything is possible.”

Little Elephant’s 
Big Year!
By Martin Thomas.  Illustrated by Ag Jatkowska

978-0-9956972-3-2  /  october 2017  /  £6.99  
Paperback  /  225 x 225mm  /  Full Colour  /  32pp  
Rights: World

‘It’s a new year and Little Elephant can’t wait to go outside and 
explore. With Mum and Dad never too far behind, it’s safe 
to experience everything each new season has to offer.’

‘This is a lovely, reassuring story for adults to share with young 
children, and it is also a perfect gift for mums at any time of 

the year to show how much they’re loved.’ LoveReading4Kids

“This book led to some great circle time 
discussions in our class” - Toppsta

The Little Elephant brand now includes gift sets of fine art 
prints and greeting cards. Visit www.littleelephants.co.uk



Picture Books
The Adventures of the 
Owl and the Pussycat
By Coral Rumble. Illustrated by Charlotte Cooke

978-0-9956972-4-9  /  April 2017  /  £6.99  / Paperback 
240 x 240mm  /  Full Colour  /  32pp  /  Rights: World 
(excluding Maltese & North American English Language)

Join these two curious children on a quirky adventure, 
loosely based on the classic Edward Lear poem.

The Great Farty Slob Beast
By Charlie Farley. Illustrated by Joe Barleymow

978-0-9931109-6-2  /  october 2015  /  £6.99  /  Paperback 
240 x 240mm  /  Full Colour  /  32pp  /  Rights: World

“Bored children get monsters to play with, not Dad.”

So begins this riotous, rhyming adventure as 
the Great Farty Slob Beast threatens to gobble 
up Molly and her two little sisters. 

Joe Barleymow is better known as Layn Marlow. Her 
books have sold over a million copies worldwide.

Highly commended for the Macmillan Children’s 
Book Prize  and long listed for ‘Oscar’s First Book 

Prize. Also regularly featured on CBeebies.

‘The text is brilliantly complemented by the engaging and 
humorous illustrations that are no less appealing for the 
naughtiness of the subject matter.’ Armadillo Magazine

Young Fiction for 5+

Philomena, The Cat 
Who Thinks She’s a Dog
By Jessie Wall. Illustrated by Emily Stanbury

978-0-9931109-2-4  /  March 2016  /  £5.99  /  B Format 
Paperback  /  B&W illustations  /  80pp   
Rights: World

The delightful follow-up to Geronimo, about a cat 
with attitude. Once again illustrator Emily 
Stanbury brings her magic touch to this 
humorous story about a cat who, 
despite being loved by her 
wheelchair-bound owner, 
Sophie, is convinced she has 
been born into the wrong 
body. But can she prove it? 

Selected for the Inis Reading 
Guide 2016-17 & a previous 
Book Trust Book of the Month.

Geronimo, The Dog 
Who Thinks He’s a Cat

By Jessie Wall. Illustrated by Emily Stanbury

978-0-9931109-0-0  /  May 2015  /  £5.99  /  B Format 
Paperback  /  B&W illustations  /  80pp   
Rights: World

One desperate day, Geronimo – a small, hungry street 
dog – follows a cat hom e. When he discovers 
bowls of delicious food and a 
comfy basket of kittens, Geronimo 
decides to be a cat instead. The 
kittens’ mum teaches him to 
miaow, catch mice and climb 
trees. Sort of. And his new 
friend, Dylan, loves him. But 
when Geronimo keeps 
on growing, Dylan’s 
mum realises he is 
a dog, not a cat, 

       and says he has to go…

‘An entertaining adventure, full of mixed-up 
animals, that is perfect for 

young readers.’  Book Trust‘A hilarious, touching story with 
expressive illustrations and a 

lovely twist at the end… the per-
fect bridge from picture book 

to novel.’ Primary Times

‘A simple chapter 

book with attractive illus-

trations, large typeface and 

an accessible narrative. It is 

also casually inclusive, with the 

illustrations telling us that the 

Simpkins’ daughter, Sophie, uses 

a wheelchair, but without any 

mention of this in the 

story.’ Book Trust



General Fiction for 8+

Dougal Daley: It’s Not My Fault
By Jackie Marchant. Illustrated by Loretta Schauer

978-0-9956972-2-5  /  April 2017  /  £6.99  /  B Format 
Paperback  /  B&W Illustrations  /  180pp  /  Rights: World 

In this first book, football-loving Dougal Daley finds himself at 
risk from the mysterious creature living in the garden shed. 
Nobody believes him but 
as a precaution he sets 
about writing his will – 
rewarding those who 
help him and disinheriting those who get on his bad side. 
Meanwhile, as limbs and windows alike are broken by 
rogue footballs and unhinged canines, Dougal finds himself 
in all sorts of trouble…and NONE of it is his fault!

Dougal Daley: 
Where’s My 
Tarantula?
By Jackie Marchant. Illustrated by Loretta Schauer

978-0-9956972-5-6  /  october 2017  /  £6.99  /  B Format 
Paperback  /  B&W Illustrations  /  250pp  /  Rights: World 

In this second book, football-loving Dougal Daley once again 
finds himself on the wrong side of almost everyone. Someone 
has stolen his pet tarantula, Sybil (named after his sister – they 
both have very hairy legs) and she (the spider, not the sister) 
is being held to ransom. Dougal must fulfil the kidnapper’s 
demands before poor Sybil is tortured…one leg at a time!  

Jackie Marchant’s Dougal books have won many awards, 
including the Hillingdon Primary Book of the Year, Heart of 
Hawick Book Awards, New Horizons Books Awards, and 
was a Red House Pick of the Year. Loretta Schauer won 
the Waterstone’s ‘Picture This’ competition in 2011.

‘Laugh out loud funny…a really 
enjoyable read.’ TheBookbag.co.uk

Dougal Daley: 
I’m Phenomenal!
By Jackie Marchant. Illustrated by Loretta Schauer

ISBN: 978-0-9956972-6-3  /  october 2018  /  £6.99  /  B Format 
Paperback  /  B&W Illustrations  /  192pp  /  Rights: World 

“Mum accused me of being too quiet. It’s only because I was 
thinking about all the money I was going to make from my 
very secret website Dynamo DD Phenomenal Enterprises.”

In this third book Dougal finds that making money isn’t quite 
as easy as he thinks. In fact it causes him more trouble than it’s 
worth as he gets caught up in a fast-paced adventure 
that he finds impossible to control.
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I have sent an email to Mr Sanderly, asking 

for payment in £5 notes. And one to Claude, 

telling him I’d pay him four £5 notes when he’s 

done 20 envelopes. I hope he is counting.
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This email has just come in from Mr Truss:

To: Dynamo DD >

From: Egbert Truss >

I would like to formally terminate my contract with you 

and Igor the cleaner. His cleaning is terrible and he keeps 

leaving padded envelopes lying around. I found one under 

the sofa when I was checking whether he’d cleaned under 

it. I found one under the bookcase when I was checking 

there. I found one behind the toilet (which he hadn’t 

cleaned very well at all). Please tell him that, if he doesn’t 

collect them, I will destroy them. 

I sent an email 

to Igor Meerkat. 

Here is his reply:

This email has just come in from Mr Truss:
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I, Dougal Daley, have been most unfairly 

and cruelly grounded by my mean and unfair 

parents. For the rest of my life. I am up in 

my room, wondering how to escape, while my 

mean and unfair parents think of a suitable 

punishment for me. 

It’s the police’s 

fault. When they 

turned up at Billy’s, 

the dog thought 

they’d come to 

play, so he jumped 

up and put his muddy 

paws all over their 

nice clean uniforms – 

they weren’t very pleased.
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REASONABLE 

RATES

SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS

We will do anything you want for the very reasonable fee of £10

This is what people say about us – honest!
You are brilliant! You are so thoughtful and kind. And  
clever. And so good at football! Could you help me find  
the TV remote now?  (Gonan Lostit, Wearsiggon, Berks)

Thank you for trying so hard to make me look pretty for my 
boyfriend. He still dumped me. Can I have my money back? 
(Stella Pain, Uggleton, Middx)

My life hasn’t been the same since I found your website!  
My house is spotless, I’ve learnt how to cook decent dinners, 
I have a very easy but well-paid job and my children are  
happy.
(Mrs Rich, Poshford, Surrey)
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Name:

e-mail:

Confirm e-mail:

SEND

Address:

We will be in touch as soon as we’ve cleared the back-log of satisfied customers.

CONTACT

Thank you for explaining the offside rule.  From now on I will be a better referee. (Imal Bent, Cheaton, Wick)

I can’t believe how reasonable your rates are! 
(Gladys Sawyer, Gleeford, Salop)

HOME
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RATES
CONTACT

To contact us, please fill in the  form below and press ‘send’.
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‘Are you the owner of this house?’ 

Sergeant Daramy glared at Mr Truss. ‘And is 

this your dog?’ 

Mr Truss stood there, looking down at 

the plants pulled out and strewn about the 

path, along with a lot of mud. 

He should have hidden his key in a more 

sensible place.

‘Sir?’ said PC Kim. ‘We were called to 

your house by a neighbour, saying some boys 

were vandalising your garden. Is this true?’

‘It was the dog!’ I pointed at the dog. 

He wagged his tail.

‘It was Dougie!’ Burt and George 

pointed at me.

‘I think the dog poo’s all off my shoe,’ 

said Claude. ‘It’s just mud now.’

‘Bleurrgghhhhh!’ said Billy. He was being 

sick again, but I dodged out of the way.
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‘A must-read for anyone who dreams of seeing a Horned Lizard squirt 
blood from its eyes!’ – Saviour Pirotta, author & book blogger   

‘With a cast of comedic characters, readers will ride the 
Dougal rollercoaster until the wheels come off, as they 

surely will’ – Jo Cotterill, author & book blogger



General Fiction for 8+

Elise and the 
Second-hand Dog 
(one of the four honour titles from BookTrust’s 
2017 In other Words Initiative)

By Bjarne Reuter. Illustrated by Kirsten Raagaard

978-0-9956972-8-7  /  April 2018  /  £6.99  /  B Format Paperback  
B&W Illustrations  /  200pp  /  Rights: uK & Commonwealth  
English Language (Wacky Bee), all other Rights (Gyldendal)

Elise is lonely. Her mum is far away in Brazil helping 
to finish the building of a suspension bridge 
and her dad is busy trying to get by as a
musician in the Danish City of Copenhagen 
where they live. So when Elise asks for a 
dog to keep her company, her dad finds 
it hard to refuse. But the dog that Elise 
ends up with is no ordinary dog. He is 
second-hand, he looks like an ugly rabbit, 
he smells of cheese… and he can talk!

‘The book is evidence that humour 
can travel. It is quirky, clever 
and original and plotted to 
make the most of punch 
lines’ – Nicolette Jones, 

Sunday Times Children’s Books Editor.

Double Felix
By Sally harris. Illustrated by Maria Serrano

978-1-9999033-0-5  / May 2018  /  £6.99  
B Format Paperback  /  B&W Illustrations  /  250pp  
Rights: World  (excluding uS)

Eleven-year-old Felix Twain’s life revolves around the number two.

He skips every second step when he takes the stairs, taps door 
handles twice and positions objects in pairs. The problem has 
become so bad that Felix is on the verge of being expelled from 
school because the head has had enough of trying to run the 
school around his very specific rules. Then Charlie Pye arrives and 
turns his world upside down. She’s grown up with very few rules. 
She eats cereal for lunch, calls a boat home and has a very loose 
interpretation of school uniform. The question is, can Felix ever 
learn to be wrong when he is so  obsessed with being right?

‘This is a really heart-warming book about being 
different, facing challenges and making friends’ 
– Ginger Librarian, reviewer and book blogger

Veronica Twitch, 
the Fabulous Witch: 
Double-Bubble Girl Band Trouble! 
Written & illustrated by Erica Jane Waters

978-0-9956972-9-4  /  october 2018  /  £6.99  /  B Format Paperback
Two Colour Illustrations  /  112pp  /  Rights: World

At Twitch Magazine Veronica couldn’t be more excited when she 
is given her first article to write: a feature on the most exciting 
band in Witch City, Double-Bubble! Things take a mysterious turn 
when Double-Bubble are kidnapped! Could Belinda 
Bullfrog from Twitch’s rival magazine 
Nosy Toad be behind it all? 
Veronica and her friends must 
piece together the mystery of the 
missing girl band, rescue them and 
get Twitch Magazine’s article back 

on track before it’s too late! 

“This first 

book in the series 

about Veronica Twitch 

will enthrall young girls 

who are interested 

in fashion” – The 

Letterpress Project

As Binky skipped away, Pru and Figgy swooshed in with a rail of clothes and  a thick wad of photographs.
“Look at these boots!” Figgy crooned, wafting them under Veronica’s nose as if  they were a sweet, edible witchy treat.

“Here you go, Veronica. What’s up with  Mr Cutie-Pie?” she asked, making a fuss of Pop.“Thanks, Binky. I don’t know what is the matter with him this afternoon. He’s all fidgety and not himself at all.”
“He’s had a long day,” said the girl as she watched Pop sigh and snuggle up in his basket under Veronica’s desk. “Give me a buzz if you need anything else.”

folding Broom-Tube map with a red circle 
around Raven Heights station and a blue one 
around the platform they needed to take: 
number 9, southbound.“I knew we could count on you!” Veronica 

told her. “There’s platform 9, right ahead of us.”
The long Broom-Tube pulled up to the 

platform and Veronica, Pru and Figgy jostled 
to get a seat, holding Pop, Sparkle and Puff 
on their laps. The three witches held on 
tight as the Broom set off through the dark 
tunnels on its way to Raven Heights.

Their peacemaker friend always knew how to 
deal with squabbles and bring everyone back 
together.
“Sorry, Veronica,” said Pru, pulling a  

little woollen cape out of her oversized  
hand-cauldron. “Have this, it’ll help keep  
you warm.”
“Thanks, Pru,” she replied, “and as you 

are always so sensible, I don’t suppose you 
brought a Broom-Tube map, did you?”
Pru rummaged in her cloak pocket before 

handing Veronica a perfectly laminated, 

“I don’t know where this glossy trail leads, but I just know Double-Bubble will be at the end of it,” she said.
So with the moon high in the sky, the three friends set off through the cobbled streets to find Witch City’s most famous girl band before Belinda Bullfrog ruined everything for good.



Around the World

Buying and Selling 
Around the World
We are committed to making all our books as diverse as possible 
and are actively seeking titles from around the world.

Bought 
Denmark

Bought 
Norway

Bought 
Norway

Sold
America

Sold
China

Sold
Japan

A small publishing 
company with
very big ideas
We publish books for 3- to 12-year-olds and our aim is to 
produce accessible texts for all reading levels. Our books may 
be sometimes challenging in terms of content but never in terms of length or 
format. At Wacky Bee we feel no-one is ever too old for pictures so all our books are illustrated.

The World of Little Elephants®

The world of Little Elephants® is all about telling stories and sharing memories. There 
are now 12 greeting cards designed to match each of the three books and we sell 
these direct from our website.  £2.50  /  160 x 160mm

www.wackeybeebooks.com
Sold

America
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“Read like a butterfly,

write like a bee”

Philip Pullman
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